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The past decade(s) have seen major advances in experimental techniques avail-
able to the field of Neuroscience (see e.g., [1–9]). These advances have e.g.
allowed for high-throughput data collection, often in an automatized and/or
standardized manner, prolonged the duration of continuous measurements
while increasing sampling rate, improved the precision of the generated data,
and made measurements on increasingly smaller biological entities possible.
Not surprisingly, these advances have led to the generation of datasets that
show an ever-increasing degree of complexity. Although these innovations
have unquestionably resulted, and will continue to result, in major advances
in our understanding of the nervous system, we may not get the most out
of these technological innovations if the statistical techniques used to analyze
the data do not optimally exploit, describe, and accommodate their intrinsic
complexity.
In this chapter, we argue that to fully exploit the assets of these technical
innovations, fitting statistical techniques need to be adopted that optimally
fit the complexity of the collected data. In the first part of the chapter, the
focus is on complex datasets in the field of neuroscience, where the complex-
ity of the data is intrinsic to the very innovations that allow measuring on
increasingly smaller biological entities. As experimentation on and measure-
ment of lower-level biological entities (e.g., neurons, synapses) often results in
data with a so-called "nested" structure (see below), these innovations require
researchers to go beyond the standard statistical techniques to avoid inferen-
tial errors and to ensure correct interpretation of study results.
In the second part of the chapter, the focus shifts to complex datasets as
obtained in the behavioral neurosciences, where the complexity results from
innovations in automated tracking of rodent behavior either in experimental
settings or in their home cage. To fully exploit the information concealed in
the highly longitudinal data sets that these automated tracking techniques
produce, novel statistical tools need to be developed.

1.1.1 Optimal description of nested data obtained in biological
neuroscience

Advances in experimental techniques make it possible to study increasingly
smaller biological entities [10]. For instance, super-resolution light microscopy
allows imaging and advanced understanding of neuronal compartments [8],
immunogold cytochemistry allows determination of subcellular localization of
proteins [9], and recent advances in optogenetics and optopharmacolgy facil-
itate selective control of electrical and protein activity, in circuits, individual
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cells or subcellular compartments [11,12]. A common feature of all these tech-
niques is that they shift the n from the animal or tissue level to the cellular
or even subcellular level, making it possible to obtain multiple measurements
from each animal (for example, measurements on multiple neurons harvested
from one animal). This not only advances our understanding of the nervous
system but also allows researchers to reduce the number of animals used in
their experiments, making measuring at this lower level advantageous for sci-
entific, economic, and ethical reasons. Measuring at this lower level also nicely
fits with one of the central paradigms of working with animals in laboratories:
reduce (i.e., reduce the numbers of animals used to obtain information of a
given amount and precision), replace (i.e., substitute conscious living higher
animals with insentient material), and refine (i.e., decrease the incidence or
severity of ’inhumane’ procedures applied to those animals that still have to
be used), also known as the three R’s [13].
However, the structure of the lower-level biological data obtained with these
novel techniques provides the researcher with statistical challenges. Experi-
mental designs in which multiple observations or measurements are collected
in each research object (for example, animal, tissue sample, or neuron/cell)
are called nested designs. Given that observations taken from the same re-
search object tend to be more similar than observations taken from di�erent
objects (due to e.g. natural variation between objects, and di�erences in mea-
surement procedures or conditions), the key feature of these nested designs
is that they yield clusters of observations that cannot be considered indepen-
dent. Nevertheless, conventional statistical methods, such as the t-test and
ANOVA, are often used to analyze these nested data, although these methods
assume observations to be independent. Ignoring the fact that observations
cannot be considered independent forms a threat to the validity of the statisti-
cal inference, i.e., possibly increasing the false positive rate in some instances
or decreasing statistical power in other.
A statistical technique that both optimally exploits and describes nested data
is multilevel modeling (also known as hierarchical modeling, mixed- or ran-
dom e�ects models), a technique that statistically accommodates dependency
between observations in nested designs. As such, the use of multilevel analysis
ensures correct statistical interpretation of nested data. However, as yet, the
importance and advantages of using analysis methods that optimally exploit
and describe nested data have largely been neglected. Given the concerns that
have been raised about an excess of false positive results contaminating the
neuroscience literature [14–16], the low statistical power of many neuroscience
studies [14], and given that nested experimental designs are already common
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in neuroscience, it needs to be demonstrated to what extent ignoring depen-
dency in nested data can result in inferential errors, and what percentage of
published neuroscience studies actually concern nested data. Moreover, given
that technological advances in the field, will, if anything, increase the extent
of nested designs, it is important to increase awareness of multilevel models,
and explain them in a way accessible to neuroscientists, such that the use of
these well-suited statistical models is facilitated.

1.1.2 Optimal exploitation of experimental advances in behavioral
phenotyping

In neuroscience, animal models are a valuable tool in studying genotype-
phenotype relations because they provide a controlled experimental setting in
which the e�ects of genes and environment on (variability in) behavioral traits
of interest can be studied. To understand the neural mechanisms of complex
behavior, as well as the abnormalities in behavior that characterize neuropsy-
chiatric disorders, the mouse is by far the most used animal model. Mice have
similar brain structures as humans allowing the study of complex behavioral
functions, share 99% of the protein-coding genes with humans [17], and are rel-
atively inexpensive to breed and house. In addition, novel targeted gene mu-
tation technologies, random mutation technologies, expanding recombinant
inbred line resources, and pharma- and optogenetics all furnish researchers
with new methodology to manipulate the genome, gene expression, or neu-
ronal activity within mice. Thousands of mouse strains are currently available
to investigate the genetic underpinnings of normal biological processes, as well
as the pathophysiology and treatment of (neuropsychiatric) diseases (see e.g.
Mouse Genome Informatics, http://www.informatics.jax.org/).
To define the precise behavioral concomitants of these experimental manip-
ulations, the behavioral response to internal and/or external stimuli are de-
scribed and analyzed, also called behavioral phenotyping. Various behavioral
tests have been developed for rodent phenotyping. Classical behavioral tests,
that are typically designed to measure one behavioral domain, often depend
on individual locomotor activity levels, and are of short duration (i.e., 5 up
to maximally 60 minutes). Examples include the rotarod performance test
to measure motor co-ordination [18], the Barnes maze task and the 5-choice
serial reaction time task to measure cognitive function [19,20], and the dark-
light box and the elevated plus maze to measure anxiety [21,22]. To measure
di�erent aspects of behavior, a battery of these tests is generally applied (see
e.g., the SHIRPA protocol [23]).
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The need for new behavioral tests Classical behavioral tests have increased
our understanding of the neural basis of behavior and the role of genes herein,
have facilitated CNS drug discovery and development, and have been pharma-
cologically validated. However, they are also characterized by known theoreti-
cal and practical limitations [24]. Theoretical limitations relate to the various
unwanted, confounding factors that can influence the results (see e.g. [25]
for an overview). First, behavior is often assessed within a novel test en-
vironment, which makes it di�cult to establish whether di�erences between
groups of mice are due to the novelty-component or to the actual task at
hand. For example, hyperactivity in a specific mutant mouse strain appeared
to be largely induced by novelty: no significant di�erences between activi-
ties of knockout and wild-type mice were observed in their home cages [26].
Second, the handling or transport of the animal usually required for classi-
cal behavioral tests can result in experimenter-e�ects and increase unspecific
(possibly experimenter-dependent) stress levels [27]. For example, despite
profound di�erences in pain response between inbred lines, experimenter ef-
fects accounted for more trait variability in pain response than genotype [28],
and the behavioral e�ect of a dopamine agonist on locomotor activity was
reversed when the experimenter applied musk perfume on the evening before
the experiment [29]. Third, prior behavioral testing and the order of the tests
in a test battery can influence the observed behavioral response. For exam-
ple, mice did not show spatial learning when the task was included within a
battery of tests, whereas aged matched naïve mice of the same strain did [30].
Fourth, the short and arbitrary duration and timing during the 24-h cycle of
behavioral tests can influence the observed behavioral response. For example,
Fonio et al. [31] showed that when comparing two genetic mouse strains on
anxiety, opposite results are obtained with short and long term measures of
anxiety, and King et al. [32] demonstrated that when comparing knockout
to wild type-mice, increased locomotor activity in knockout mice was only
observed during the last phase of the dark phase. Besides these possible con-
founding factors, behavioral assays are time-consuming and labor-intensive,
which limits their throughput.
Consequently, various research groups have advocated, and spend resources
on, the development of more comprehensive behavioral phenotyping methods,
that are more automated, characterized by a prolonged observation period,
more reliable, high-throughput, and animal-centered rather than experimenter-
centered (i.e., no forced and stressful introduction to the test setting, but the
mouse is allowed to actively manage the timing and amount of participation
to the test [33]). Many agree that to optimally benefit from the increasing
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availability of experimentally engineered mouse lines, new strategies in behav-
ioral phenotyping methods based on automated behavioral monitoring have
become a necessity [24,34,35].

Automated home-cage testing Innovations in automated detection of ro-
dent behavior via a tracking system (e.g., video tracking or transponder tech-
nology) have paved the way for the development and usage of high-throughput
automated home-cage systems. These automated home-cage systems allow
the study of various aspects of spontaneous behavior, and yield unbiased
long-term continuous observations of both novelty-induced and habituated
behavior with minimal human intervention [24]. Additionally, since many
mice can be tested in parallel, automated home-cage testing provides a way
to optimally exploit the fast expansion of available experimentally engineered
mice. Several systems are currently on the market, of which examples include
the PhenoTyper [36–40], the Dualcage [41, 42], the IntelliCage [43–45], and
the Behavioral Spectrometer [46]. The projects related to behavioral pheno-
typing discussed in this thesis all concern data obtained in the PhenoTyper
system. The PhenoTyper is an instrumented home cage in which rodent be-
havior is automatically monitored through a video-based observation system
(see Maroteaux et al. [39]). The cage is equipped with a water bottle, a
feeding station, a shelter in one corner, and a food reward dispenser. The
standard PhenoTyper protocol lasts 6.5 days, during which no human inter-
vention takes place (see chapters 4 and 5 for a more elaborate discription).
To truly increase screening e�ciency, ideally multiple behavioral domains are
tested automatically in a limited amount of time. To this end, testing and
analysis protocols have been developed for automated home-cage systems to
measure both spontaneous, unchallenged behaviors, e.g. [37, 38, 47–49], as
well as challenged behaviors to gauge aspects of cognition, e.g. [39,45,50,51].
In addition, these automated unbiased approaches can be applied to study
emotional behavior, such as anxiety or fear [42, 52]. To extent the reper-
toire of behavioral aspects that can be automatically tested, novel tasks that
can be administered within a home-cage system need to be developed and
(pharmacologically) validated. Moreover, when multiple behavioral tests run
automatically, sequentially, and unsupervised in an automated home-cage set-
ting, the possibility of test order e�ects needs to be investigated.
Besides measuring the behavioral response to automated tests, spontaneous,
unchallenged behaviors of the mouse can be of interest: investigating spon-
taneous behavior provides an opportunity to disentangle the neural basis of
normal day-to-day behavior and role of genes herein. In addition, in hu-
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mans, the first symptoms of neurological, psychiatric and neurodegenerative
disorders are often identifiable through subtle or drastic changes in day-to-
day behavior (e.g. food intake, sleep and activity patterns) [53]. Similarly,
in mouse models of neurodegenerative disorders, abnormalities in day-to-
day behavior, like locomotor activity, feeding patterns and sleep-wake cycle,
have been observed, some even preceding cognitive and motor symptoms (see
e.g., [50, 54–58]). Therefore, automated home-cage systems can improve sen-
sitivity, and provide new insights into the pathophysiology and treatment of
these disorders [24].

Optimal exploitation of automated home-cage testing data While spon-
taneous, unchallenged behaviors measured in the home-cage systems allow
the study of multiple behavioral characteristics simultaneously (e.g., feed-
ing behavior, active behavior, inactive behavior), statistical analyses have so
far focused mainly on one single behavioral domain at the time (e.g., feed-
ing behavior, sleeping behavior or locomotor activity (e.g., [36–39, 47, 52]).
In addition, automated home-cage systems yield a large number of repeated
measurements of each tested animal, making it possible to study the pat-
tern of behavior over time, both within and across (e.g., genetically di�erent)
groups. However, often these data are described using standard statistical
models on a single summary statistic over one, or several consecutive, time
windows (e.g., average number of hours slept per night, average distance trav-
elled). Information on the temporal organization of behavior over time (i.e.,
the dynamics of behavior) is generally discarded, while this is arguably the
most interesting and novel aspect of the intensive longitudinal data collections
provided by automated home-cage systems.
Hence, to fully exploit the advantages of these systems, statistical tools that
both model the dynamics of behavior and that make statistical comparisons
over groups possible should be applied. The dynamics of behavior can be
modeled by applying Markov related models (see e.g., [59–63]). Markov mod-
els provide information on which behavioral acts precede or succeed other
acts, and how these behavioral acts are organized over time. In addition,
when extending the Markov model to a hidden Markov model, one can in-
fer which behavioral acts cluster together over time, and infer the dynamics
between these clusters of behavioral acts [59]. The application of Markov
models may shed new light on the nature of animal behavior, and the role
of genes herein, that otherwise would have remained undiscovered. For in-
stance, mouse strains may di�er in the composition of their active episodes
(e.g., some may mostly linger throughout the cage, while others could show
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multiple long bouts of actual running), they may di�er in the duration and
frequencies of these episodes, and in the probability that such an active state
is succeeded by sleeping or eating.
Markov modeling was, however, traditionally developed to describe one se-
quence of observations, e.g., the translation of one fragment of spoken words
into text (i.e., speech recognition, see e.g. [64, 65]), the identification of the
regions of DNA that encode genes (i.e., gene tagging, see e.g. [66–68]), or,
in our case, modeling the dynamics of the behavior of one mouse. To make
the comparison of the dynamics of behavior over groups possible, we are not
only interested in the individual parameters per animal, but also in the esti-
mated group parameters plus a measure of variance around each parameter.
That is, to optimally describe and exploit the longitudinal data produced
by automated home-cage systems, an extension of the Markov model is re-
quired.

1.1.3 Aims and outline of this thesis

In light of the advances in experimental techniques available to the field of
neuroscience, the aim of the work described in this thesis was to examine
which statistical methods optimally describe the complex data resulting from
these novel experimental techniques, and where necessary, develop new statis-
tical models that fully exploit the information contained within these complex
data. The work combined in this thesis first demonstrates that when collect-
ing multiple observations from a single research object, the use of appropriate
statistical analysis methods is crucial to avoid an excess of false positive re-
sults, and to retain optimal statistical power to detect the experimental e�ect
of interest. Second, this work describes a novel statistical tool that fully ex-
ploits the information contained in the intensive longitudinal data provided
by automated home-cage systems, describing the dynamics of mouse behav-
ior. In addition, an anxiety test that allows for unsupervised, automated,
high-throughput testing of mice in a home-cage system, was described and
validated.
Chapters 2 and 3 concern the analysis of data resulting from experimental
designs in which multiple observations are collected from a single research
object (e.g., multiple neurons from one animal). In these nested data, obser-
vations taken from the same cluster tend to be more similar than observations
taken from di�erent clusters, and hence cannot be considered independent.
A distinction is made between two types of nested data: nested data that
is obtained within research design A and research design B. In chapter 2,
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the focus is on research design A, in which all observations collected in one
cluster pertain to the same experimental condition. In chapter 3, research
design B is scrutinized, in which clusters include measurements from di�erent
experimental conditions. In both chapters, we investigated through elaborate
simulation studies whether and how ignoring the clustered nature of the data
can result in incorrect interpretations of the experimental e�ect. In addition,
we explain through various examples how the clustered nature of the data
can be accommodated in multilevel analysis, and how statistical power can
be maximized through multilevel analysis. Moreover, in chapter 2, it is inves-
tigated to what extent studies in the Neuroscience literature contain nested
data, and what the typical degree of dependency in neuroscience studies is
using data sets from varying neuroscience disciplines. These studies showed
that nested data is ubiquitous in neuroscience, the observed degree of depen-
dency is often high, and that multilevel analysis should be used to analyze
nested data to both avoid an excess of false positive results and a loss of sta-
tistical power to detect the experimental e�ect of interest.
The aim of chapter 4 was to develop and validate a novel test to measure
anxiety in mice in an unsupervised automated home-cage system. This "light
spot test" takes advantage of the natural tendency of mice to become highly
active at the beginning of the dark phase and to feed. After three days of
habituation, a light spot was introduced fifteen minutes after the start of
the dark phase for a period of 1 hour, with the light beam illuminating the
feeding station. It was investigated whether the decrease in the time spent
outside of the shelter when the light spot is on, compared to the days when
the light spot is o�, is a measure of anxiety. The study showed that the light
spot test induces a behavioral response that is blunted by treatment with the
anxiolytic drug Diazepam, indicating that the observed behavioral response
indeed has a significant anxiety component.
Automated home-cage systems yield a large number of repeated measure-
ments of each tested animal, making it possible to study the pattern of be-
havior over time, both within and across (e.g., genetically di�erent) groups.
In chapter 5, a statistical tool based on Markov modeling was developed and
implemented to describe this temporal organization of behavior. To best de-
scribe and compare the temporal organization of behavior of groups of mice,
an extension of the available model was required. We illustrated our pro-
posed model, a hierarchical hidden semi Markov model, by comparing the
behavioral pattern of young adult and aged C57BL/6J mice, and tested our
proposed model using a simulation study. While our simulation study showed
that the current model still requires improvement, the real data example al-
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ready clearly illustrated the advantage of our proposed model over standard
summary statistical tests, unveiling group di�erences in the organization of
(spontaneous) behavior that otherwise would have gone unnoticed.
Finally, the major results obtained within the di�erent projects are summa-
rized in chapter 6, and the advantages are discussed of using statistical tech-
niques that fully exploit the information that novel experimental techniques
in neuroscience o�er.


